
DZ Agri

The best in the field

Renovate your grass and save money
The Vredo Agri series has an excellent reputation in the 
worldwide agricultural sector. Every contractor should 
have the robust, but very precise machine ready to use 
in the spring, after the first cut or in the autumn, to pro-
vide the pastures with lush grass. Renew bare patches, 
strengthen paths, prevent erosion, repair wildlife damage 
and sow additional clover, restricting the grow of weeds - 
these are the reasons to use a Vredo. The Agri series has 
a standard row distance of 7.5 cm. This is perfect to pro-
vide the meadow with a closed grass yield, without waste. 
The grass seed is placed for optimal germination, because 
it is enclosed in the fertile soil and protected from birds 
and drought. Overseeding can be done in one pass and 
saves up to 80% time and fuel, compared to renovation 
through ploughing, cultivating, levelling, sowing and rolling. 

Plot stays in use
The great advantage of overseeding is that the plot can stay 
operational. The machine has hard-wearing discs and all the 
elements are individually suspended. That way, the seed 

Vredo Overseeders

always gets deposited at the correct depth in the ground 
and the discs are protected. Optionally, the Agri Serie is 
available with a packering roller. This roller, with movable 
cast iron rings, undulates on rough terrain, meaning plots 
with stones or ditches can be worked.
Unique features
The seed dosage of the Vredo Agri is adjustable, so there 
is never too much or too little seed being dispersed. You 
determine the amount of seed, with the help of the practical 
designed spindle and seed chart, which is equipped with the 
most common types of grass and mixtures. The seed gets 
regulated precisely, through the cam wheel and the bottom 
flap, from the beginning until the end of all its movements. 
Since the soil conditions and environmental factors like wind 
and sun are unique, every surface requires its own specific 
adjustment. With the Vredo Agri this is child’s play. By using  
the calibration tray and the extensive seed chart the dosing 
is exact and very easily adjustable. This robust machine has 
been built using high quality materials, which makes it an 
investment for life.

Vredo Agri; “when you choose speed and results’’ 

VREDO double disc principal
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Options

Standard new features

1
Scraper for packer ring roller  
Ingeniously clever scraper to keep every movable packer 
ring individually clean for an optimal performance, even 
under wet and heavy conditions. 

2
Platform
Strongly recommended when packer ring has been 
chosen. Stable metal standing platform for filling of the 
machine. 

4
Stone protection 
To avoid getting stones, clods and crop residues in bet-
ween the discs.

3
Hill plates
Demountable plates to improve the seed dosage while 
driving on steep slopes.

A
Spindle
To adjust the quantity of seed released by the machine. With 
use of the seed chart at the inner side of the lid, this is an 
easy job. 

B
Gas cylinder
To open and close the lid smoothly after filling the seed tank.

C
LED lights
Bright light with clear signs of direction and brakes for trans-
port on the road.

5
Second hectare counter
Ideal for machines that will be rented out. Registers the 
number of hectares precisely, without the user being 
able to influence it.

Specifications Vredo DZ Agri-series

Type                Roller Working 
width (m)       

Transport 
width (m)                

Row dis-
tance (cm)

Contents 
seed hop-

per

Con-
tents 
roller

Weight
(kg)   Mounting

Required 
Tractor 
Power 

Dimensions (m)

DZ 225.075 Smooth 2,47 2,69 7,5 250 l. 250 l. 1240 3-point 80 hp 1.31x2.69x1.23
DZ 225.075 Packer 2,47 2,69 7,5 250 l. 250 l. 1970 3-point 90 hp 1.31x2.69x1.23
DZ 229.075 Smooth 2,85 3,00 7,5 290 l. 290 l. 1410 3-point 90 hp 1.31x3.00x1.23
DZ 229.075 Packer 2,85 3,00 7,5 290 l. 290 l. 2205 3-point 100 hp 1.31x3.00x1.23

Seed distribution Disc diameter Element Turf guard Compaction Roller Calibrate

Variable 3 till 
190 kg/a Ø 406 mm

Progressive suspension
suspension length 

0-20mm sowing depth
Adjustable

Refillable, 
height adjustable 

250/290 liter

Calibrate chart, 
Calibrating trays
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